French Home Learning
Year 6
Over the next couple of weeks it would be good to practise some of the things we have already learnt in French and see if you can learn the
‘Alphabet’ in French.
You can choose the activities you do but please remember that they are in addition to any work the Miss Banks has asked you to do.
It is best to practise French in ‘little chunks’ so doing a little bit more regularly will help.
If you want to share your work, please send it directly to me, Mrs Brown via my school email: s.brown@stpeter.sch.je
Topics
to
Online activities
Other activities
practise
Good site to practice things we have done:
https://www.french-games.net/
(Colours, family, numbers, food – fruit & veg,
people – clothes, school, body, animals)
Body
Design and label a ‘Mr Potato Head’ or a new ‘Pokemon’ character.
Here are some songs to practice the body
parts
Try and use an adjective to describe the body parts – colours go after the noun and
parts we have learnt:
don’t forget the spelling of some adjectives will change according to the gender of
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iAGV2pcLaAg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M4FAz16x8Us
the noun.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bChrAwLzoSo
(grand, grande, grands, grandes / petit, petite, petits, petites etc)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OCNqKG2SdCo

Topics to
Online activities
practise
Numbers Here’s a song to help you practise
to 100
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AnOXzJfLuU4

and there are some games here to practise
the ‘tens’ numbers:
https://wordwall.net/resource/161478/french/matchmultples-10-french

New
topic
Alphabet Here are some songs to help you learn the

alphabet in French. Take care as some of the
sounds are quite different. Listen carefully
and practise saying the sounds:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LYy3P2okyw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85f0dS003jI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VitDWsZKu44

Other activities
You could play ‘Bingo’
or
Use coins to count the amount and record in numbers and words
or
Practise counting in tens
Learning the numbers to 100 is all about repetition and focussing on the tricky
numbers. Knowing the ‘tens’ numbers well will really help with this and remember
how the pattern changes after 69.

Activities to practise the sounds are hard as this is really about ‘saying’ the
sounds:
Practise spelling out words that you know (this will also be a good way to
revisit vocabulary we’ve already learnt)
or
You could make an alphabet chart / concertina book– use all the vocabulary
we have learnt to see if you can find one thing for each letter
or
Record yourself singing or saying the alphabet!

You could also look back at the activities I have posted for Yr 3, 4 and 5 as you have covered all the same
Vocabulary and it would be good to revise it.
You could also practise talking about yourself – name, age, birthday, where you live, pets, brothers and sisters, sports you like etc as it
would be good to introduce yourselves when you get to your secondary schools. Remember, we have done all of this, it’s just down to
repetition and much of this information doesn’t change very often.

